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             Beat Frequency Spectra of Light Diffracted

                    by Successive Ultrasonic Waves

                           Yoshihiro OHTSUKA

                        Department of Engineering Seience,
                    Faculty of Engineering, Hokkaido University,
                               Sapporo, Japan

                                 Abstract

    The use of doubie diffraction of coherent Iight formed by two successive
ultrasonic light modulators (ULM) was suggested for optical heterodyning within

the Raman-Nath regime. The light wave traversing a pair of ULM's has some
discrete frequencies shifted by certain integral mu!tiples of the first and second

driving sound frequencies. From the double diffraction spectrum a pair of deflected

light beams is chosen spatially and photomixed with one another at a detector･
When a pair of standing or of standing and progressive sound waves is employed,
the beating signal has various discrete carrier frequencies consisting of some com-

binations of the two sound frequencies. A beating signal required could be sepa-
rated from the other by a suitably tuned electronic circuit. For a pair of progres-
s!ve sound waves the beating signal has a difference or sum carrier frequency of

two sound frequencies. The relative inclination angle which the two ULM's make
with bne' another can be determined to a considerably less cxitical extent so that

the beat output may attain its maximum.

                             1. Introduction

    As is well known, an ultrasonic wave in a homogeneous and isotropic medium
diffracts a light ray in the same manner as a moving phase grating. On account
of this phenomenoni) the light ray scattered by the sound wave splits into one or
more directions in a diffraction spectrum and each deflected light beam undergoes

some frequency shifts because of a Doppler like effect. .
    Optical heterodyne detection-techniques using a pair of coherent light beams
such as lasers, one of which is frequency-shifted by the optical-acoustic interaction,

have recently made it possible to produce a light beating signal whose carrier
frequency is equal to the sound frequency2-`). The beating signal will include some

significant informations in its amplitude, frequency, andfor phase. For example,
some real-time signal processing can be carried out by virtue of the beating signal
including modulation signals5,6).

    Since a certain beating signal required for experimental or physical situations

can be picked up by means of an electronic circult tuned to its beat frequency, it

will be generally convenient to simultaneously generate beating signals. According

to Raman and Nathi) the deflected light ray of a given order has a number of
discrete shifted frequencies or only one shifted frequency, according to whether
the sound wave is standing or progressive. Accordingly, it wil} be possible to
obtain light beating signals conslsting of various kinds of beat frequencies if sound

waves of more than one progressive wave are successively combined in an optical
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system. Based on the phase-lattice theoryi), this paper describes some features
associated with the light beating signals arising from the double diffraction of
coherent light by a set of successive ultrasonic waves: a pair of standing, a pair

of progressive, and a pair of standing and progressive sound waves.
    In addition spatial requirements for heterodyning, which are said to be very
critical in a conventionai method7'S), wi}1 be discussed in the third section.

                        2. Analytical Description

    For convenience we call an ultrasonic light modulator an ULM. An optical
system with a pair of ULM's is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The first ULM
is arranged at the front focal plane of the lens Li and inclined to the plane of
the,incident light wavefront at an angle a. The lenses Li and L2 are separated
by 2ijg f being a common focal iength. The second ULM is placed at the back
focal plane of the lens L2 and is also tilted by an angie P. The image of the
first ULM is, as is well known, formed so as to superimpose with the second
ULM at a certain angle. Every deflected light ray emerging from the second
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                Fig. 1. Linear optical system with a pair of successive

                       ultrasonic light modulators.

ULM is focused on the back focai plane of the lens L3. The axes xi, x2, and y
are taken along the first ULM, the second ULM, and the face of a square-law
photodetector, respectively. The 4-axis is taken along the direction of the light

beam incident on the first ULM.
    We shall first deal with the problems of the light diffraction by a pair of

standing sound waves. Let F and K be the frequency and wave number of a
plane sound wave, respectively. When there exists a simple standing sound wave
in a transparent medium, the light beam will undergo a variation in the optical
index of refraction as given by

        n(xi, t) = n,,i- ni(sin (2rcIi;,t-Kixi) +sin (2nl71it+ Kl;xi)],

                           ･ i-lor2 (1)
at a point inside the ULM, where the suthx i=1 or 2 distinguishes some physical
quantities of the first ULM from those of the second, no,i is the index of refrac-

tion without perturbation due to the sound wave, and ni is the maximum variation

s
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of the index caused by the sound wave. The phase of the light wave is to be
modulated sinusoidally in both space and time after its passage through the ULM.
Let the light wave take the form exp(2TL)(7C}), f being the frequency of the mono-

chromatic light wave, and be incident on the first ULM at an anlge ev. This light
wave will suffer successive dual Fourier transforms after it travels from the first

ULM to the second.
    Following the phase-lattice theoryi) and using the identity for the successive

Fourier transforms

        -[.st(G(x)]] =- G(-x), ' (2)
- denoting a notation of the Fourier transform, the field of the light wave
arriving at the entrance face of the second ULM can be described9), ignoring con-
stant phase terms, as

       Ei = Ee exp 7' [2 rcfl + wi (sin (2zzat- Klxi) + sin (2n171t+ Kixi)) + kxi sin cr]

          -:EoZZtJL.(vi){Jl.+.(vi)exp.1'[2n[f+(2r+77z)E}t+fe:isingb.,] (3)

              ･t,                'tte
with zJi==:knidiseccr'sinc((K,di12)tancr'], (4)

where k is the wave number of light in vacuum, di is the strip width of the sound
column, cr' is the refractive ang}e at the boundary, ,7k(zJ) is the Bessel function of

the sth order, and the diffraction aBgle of the mth order satisfies the relation

       sin ¢. -- m(Kllk)+sin a. (5)
In the derivation of Eq. (3) the following mathematical identity is used:

       expj'B sin I]V-Z4(B) expJ'sVV. e (6)
                     ･s
Note that the angles a and cr' meet the Snell's law

       sin a= no,i sin ev'. (7)
According to the geometrical situation in Fig. 1 the deflected light beam of the

mth order emerging from the first ULM impinges upon the second ULM at an

angle (¢,.,+P-cr) after its passage through the two lenses Li and L2. It fo}lows
that the phase term in Eq. (3) must be replaced, deleting constant phase factors,

by kx2sin(ip.+P-cr) when it reaches the second coordinate x2, After traversing
the second ULM, the wave field at the exit face of the secoBd ULM may there-
fore be written as before in the form

       E2 = Eg Z Z] Z Z t71･(Wi) bll-+vb(Wi) {Ji,(?yz,m) ul})÷q(W2,"t)

              r ?tL 2) a

   . xexpj'[2rr(f+(2r+77z)E+(2lp+g)4]t+kx2sin¢.,,,] (8)

with w,,.=n,kclbsecP;,sinc((k,dL!2)tanPS,), (9)

where the angle ip.,,, satisfies the relation

       sin ip.,,,-q(K2!k)+sin (¢.1+P-a), (10)
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and the angle Pin meets

        sin (¢.,+P-a)=no,2 sin P;.. (11)                                  tt
It turns out that the spatial diffraction spectrum produced by a pair of sound

waves is specified by the integral numbers m and q. '
    Let us now derive a formula for the output of a square-law photodetector
located at the spatial frequency plane of the Iens L3. Consider a pair of typical

and nearest spatial frequencies denoted by the diffraction angles ip.,, and ¢.,,,,,,
and introduce a slit with the center lying at the mid point between these spatial
frequencies. This slit shouid be suitably open so that only those spatial frequencies

may be separated from the other and brought together onto the detector. Let a
new coordinat be x==y!lf, 2 being the wavelength of !ight, and thus the following
is derived:

        kSin ipm,qft2nY"t,a12f= 2zZni,q･ . (12)
For brevity putting

        A?,,,q=ZZIell-(Vi)LII･+7n,(Z'i)tli)(W2,m)tJ})+q(W2,nb)

              rp
              ×exp2nj(f+(2r+m)za+(2ip+q)4]t, (13)
Eq. (8) reduees to

        E2=ZZAnb,qeXP(2njX22,,x,q)･ (14)
            mq                                                             '
If an aperture placed at the exit face of the second ULM restricts the light beam
to its strip width of 2D, the output of the detector wili be proportional to

    I(t)=`"{l;Sj-.dt'Si:6(zumz.)Si:g(u2)E2(Jt;2,t')exp(-2nJ'x,2)de,2d3i･, (ls)

where x.=(z.,Q+2s,,,,q,)/2 (16)
and g(x,)-(8 lgil:il$>DD. . ' (i7)
 '

Care must be taken here to the fact that a time average must be taken over a
period so that 71<T<[Z'>, 71 and 71i being, respectively, reciprocal light and beat

frequencies under consideration.

    Applying a convolution theorem to the Fourier transform in Eq. (15), the
straightforward calculation, substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (15), leads finally to

        l(m, q; m', g'; t) := 2D2 Z Z] ZI Z LZI,(wi) bl],+.(℃i) cJl,･(wi) b]]･･+.･(wi) tli)(w2,",)

                           ･l' P 7't Pt
          ><t7])+q(Z72,m)tJ)),(`V2,"i,)J)),+4,(Z]2,m,)SinC2(zD(Znt,g-2m,,Q,))

          ×cos(2n(2r-2r'+m-m')L+(2ip-2¥)'+q-g')4)t. (18)

From this expression the a c. component is evidently given by

       Li=2D2Z£ull?(X'i)t71?+,n,(Z'i)eT;l(T'2,7n,)Ji?+q('V2,"e) (19)
               r 2)
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under the condition that

        7A=7-t, 77Z == "Zt)

       p=-p,,g-g,(' , . (20)
If two light beams specified by a pair of order numbers 7n=O, q=1 and m'=1,
q'=O are provided for optical heterodyning, the beat output will include such

frequencies as IIil±,F>I, IE±3.F>i, 13.I71±4I, 31171±Ii>I,･･･and so on. Following ex-
perimental or physical requirements, any, beating signa} will be prepared by making

use of an electronic tuned circuit.

    Consider next the diffraction of }ight by a pair of progressive sound waves.

For this case the iridex of refraction at a point inside the ULM can be ex-
pressed as

        n(xi,t)=no,i-nisin(2z4t-Klixi) i=1or2, (21)
where the sufix i means the same as before. Note that K is positive or nega-
tive, according to whether the sound wave in the second ULM propagates in the
opposite direction or the identical direction from the one in the first ULM. As
before, the wave field can be then described as

       Ei=EoIE]t7).('vi)expj(2T(f+mJil)t+kx2sin(¢.,+P-a)] (22)
              m
at th'e entrance face of the second ULM, so that we obtain

       E2==Eo;,,IIIIIt7],t(x,i){71i(v2,,,,)expj'(2z(f+m171[+ql7>)t+kx2sin¢.,,,) (23)

at the exit face of the second ULM, where the diffraction angle ip.,,, still has the

same formula as Eq. (10).

    Setting

       A.,,,=J,,(vi)b71,(v2,.)exp2nj'(f+mll+qlil,)t, (24)

we can get the same expression for the wave field as Eq. (14). For this case the
intensity formula will be derived consequently from Eq. (15) as follows:

       I(m,q;m',q';t)=2D2sinc2[ffD(2n,,q-Xm,,q,)]Jn(2Yi)Li'(Vi)

                     ×t7h(w2,,.)Je･(w2,.,)cos2T((m-m')1?i+(q-q')4]t. (25)

For the moment, the a c. component will also be given by

       L,-2D2eZlil(w,)c]lli(x,,,.,) (26)
under the condition that

       e'zr,ezL=,O･). , (27)
It should be noted that from the first order spectrum we can obtain a beating
signal with za-171i or E+4, according as the second sound wave travels in the
direction opposite or identical from the first sound wave.

    Finally, consider the problems by a pair of standing and progressive sound
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waves. For this case we shall discuss simply the features by taking account of

the previous two cases. Putting

        A"e,q=ZJ,e(2i'i)4)+q(V2,m)4)(W2,m)eXp2nj(f+mFl+(:ip+q).Pl]]t, (28)

              p
the intensity is expressed similarly by

       J(m,q,'mt,g';t)==2D2sinc2[nD(z.,,ae2"b,,a,)]t7;,b(Wi)J,b'(Wi)

                     × Zl Zl Ji)+Q(W2,7te)tJ})'+Q'(QV2,mt)tJ}}(X'2,m)tli)'(V2,･nb')

                        p p'
                     ×cos2T((m-m')Et+(:ip-:ip'+q-q')]t. (29)

As a typical example, a set of m=O, g==1 and "z'=1, q' =O generates beat com-

ponents consisting of i.iil±.Fl,I, I31i>±Jill, I5.F>±lill,･･･and so on. The cl c. com-
ponent also is given by

        Lt=2D2cJ71k (X'i) ZI eJ]3(W2,m) {J13+q(V2,m)･ (30)
                    p

                  3.DiscussionforAngularAlignment ･
    Setting

        G=nD(Zm,q-2nb,,a,), (31)
the beat output will be seen in any cases to be proportional to the product of
sinc2G by a set of Bessel functions of wi and w2. The relative inclination ang!e

(P-a) which the ULM's make with one another can be determined so that the
factor sinc2G may take the maximum value of unity. This occurs if the two
wavefronts of the light wave under consideration are exactly superimposed on each
other, that is, if the condition z.,,=2.,,,,, holds.

    Let us examine a permitted limit of the inclination angles ev and P. For the
angle ev of the first ULM Eq. 5 gives rise to the condition

        ImKilk+sin crI$1. (32)
Combining Eq. (5) with Eq. (10) further reduces to

        qKblk+sin[sin-'{mKlk+sin cr} +fi-ev] .<., 1. (33)

From Eqs. (5), (10), (12), and (31) we have

        G-(KiD/2)((q-q')(Ki21Ki)+(m-m')cosec6icos(P-a-S)] (34)

with 6=tan-i ((cos¢.,-cos¢.,t)(7n-nz')ri(klKi)], (35)
                                                    ttunder the condition that

        m-m'¥O, q-q'#O. (36)
Since the spatially coincident condition with respect to a pair of deflected light

waves under consideration takes G==O, the following relations are immediately de-

rived from Eq. (34)
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        lcos(P-cr-S) == (q-q')(m-m')-icos6(Kb!K,)$1 (37)

and if S<1,

        cos(P-a) -= (q-g')(m-m')-il(KhlK,)Sl. (38)

It is concluded that the two wavefronts of light can be accurateiy superimposed
on one another at the face of the detector when the relation (37) or (38) holds
under the conditions (32) and (33).

    For the moment, care must be taken to the fact that the magnitude of the
beat output could not be discussed only from the value of the factor sinc2G, be-
cause Raman-Nath parameters vi and w2 also depend on the inclination angles a
and P. Let us consider the beat output associated with a pair of progressive sound

waves and take a pair of deflected Iight waves specified by a set of m=1, q=O

and m'==O, q'== ±1, not only because of a special case but because of a practical
interest. If the first ULM is fixed at some angle, the parameter vi can be' regarded

as a constant from Eqs. (4) and (7). In order to reduce the present discussion to
the simplest one we shall take account of the situation where only the second
ULM is inclined for the purpose of aligning the optical system. It follows that
the magnitude of the beat output is proportional to

        B=sinc2Gl,Jh(v,,,),71(w,,,), (39)
since ,16(wi)ti71(z,i) is to be regarded as a constant. Based on this expression, let us

present an example in Fig. 2 which is calcu!ated numerically from the following

            10 "-.                                    t-t- ss                                   jl          i.. /li'-'NN/ii(lloj('x`IIl,i "xxxx,v/'"'Xt,/lilll'l'Vx,,<]ts,,/'iilill,l/t xx

              123456789 iO ll i2 13                          ROMT7NG ANGLE ie tAt DEGRff

                 Fig. 2. The beat output B, its factors sinc2G, and
                         ltJb(v2,i),Ti(w2,o)I as a function of the incli-

                         nation angle P of the second ULM.

                                        ovalues: 171==10HMz, KblKi=O.97, R=6328A, D=5mm, 4=5mm, no,2=1, n2==:
10m`, and cr=-7e. As may be seen from the figure, the beat output has to do so
closely with both the two factors sinc2G and [4(v2,i)di(z,2,o)1 and it is not sym-

metric on both sides of its maximum value. In general the maximum beat output
does not coincide with the maximum of sinc2G in the case where two sound fre-
quencies are appreciably different from each other, because lt76(z]2,i)bll(w2,o)1 and

sinc2G are at the same time a function of the inclination angle P.
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                              4. Conclusions

    The use of double diffraction of coherent light by a linear optical system, with

a pair of ultrasonic light modulators (ULM) has been suggested for the surpose of
generating light beating signals. For the moment, three combinations of the two
ULM's i.e., standing-standing, progressive-progressive, and standing-progressive
'sound waves, are considered for the double diffraction. Since a certain beating
signal for experimental or physical requirements is separately obtainable from the
other signals by means of a suitably tuned electronic circuit, it wil! be convenient

to generate at the same time some or more beating signals, with various kinds of
discrete carrier frequencies. From this point of view two combinations of standing-

standing and standing-progressive sound waves are especiaily taken into account.
According to these systems a photodetector placed at a given spatiai freqgency
plane will be able to simultaneously provide some beating signals, every carrier
frequency of which consists of a sum or difference of the two sound frequencies
multiplied by every diffraction order. A beating signal with only a difference or
sum of those frequencies can be produced by means of a pair of progressive sound
waves, according to whether the second sound wave travels in the opposite or
identical direction from the first sound wave.

    The reiative inclination angle which the two ULM's make with one another
can be determined within some permitted extent so that the beat output may take
the maximum. A typical numerical example illustrates that angular alignment is
considerab!y less critical than the usual methodie) employing such an optical system

as Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
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